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Ecuador, a country with distinct coastal (CO), highland (HL), and Amazon

(AM) regions that are characterized by unique climatic, ecological, and

socio-economic features is highly vulnerable to climate change. This study

focuses on these three regions, highlighting their individual importance in

the broader context of Ecuador’s climate vulnerability. Utilizing dynamically

downscaled data from the Regional Climate Model (RCM), we generated

precipitation and air temperature projections for the period 2070–2099 under

three di�erent climate change scenarios. We indicate projected temperature

increases across all three regions: mean temperature increases for the

CO, HL and AM regions are of 1.35, 1.55, and 1.21◦C, respectively. Each

year, the largest temperature increases are predicted for the third quarter

(June–August), with the smallest increases predicted for the last quarter

(December–February). Precipitation patterns show varied changes, with CO

exhibiting a positive mean daily change, in contrast to a mean negative

change in the AM region. These region-specific projections underscore the

di�erential impacts of climate change within Ecuador and highlight the necessity

for tailored adaptation measures. The study’s novel approach, focusing on

distinct regional impacts within a single nation, o�ers valuable insights for

policymakers, aiding in the development of e�ective, region-specific climate

change mitigation and adaptation strategies. This targeted approach is crucial

to address unique challenges faced by di�erent regions, thereby supporting

national resilience strategies.
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Ecuador, climate change, climate projections, climate vulnerability, adaptation, coastal,
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1 Introduction

The exigencies of climate change, compounded by the

inherent uncertainties in long-term projections, necessitate robust

frameworks for decision-making under deep uncertainty (DMDU).

DMDU approaches are specifically designed to inform policy and

planning in contexts where the precise outcomes of climate change

are unknowable but the stakes are high (Workman et al., 2020;

Schinko et al., 2024). Climate change presents an unparalleled

challenge to global biodiversity, ecosystems, and human societies,

with particularly acute implications for countries with diverse

landscapes, such as Ecuador that has widely distinct coastal,

highland and Amazonian regions. Such distinct regions exhibit

unique climatic conditions, distinct habitats and ecosystems,

and consequently distinct socio-economic realities, Such regional

differences can determine the vulnerabilities to, and outcomes

of, ongoing shifts in global climate patterns. Understanding

these different vulnerabilities offers insights, not only to conserve

biodiversity, but also, to safeguard existing cultural and socio-

economic systems against the adversities of climate change

(Buytaert et al., 2009; Eguiguren-Velepucha et al., 2016; Pettorelli

et al., 2021).

Amidst the escalating complexities of climate dynamics,

accurately projecting regional-scale changes in precipitation and

air temperature emerges as a daunting yet crucial endeavor.

General circulation models (GCMs), while proficient in simulating

atmospheric processes on a broad scale, often fail to capture

the nuanced climatic variations intrinsic to regions with complex

topographies and diverse microclimates, such as those found

in Ecuador (Sheffield et al., 2013; Fuentes-Franco et al., 2014).

Such limitation underscores the critical need for high-resolution

regional climate models (RCMs) that employ dynamic downscaling

techniques to refine coarse GCM outputs, thereby rendering

climate projections more locally relevant and accurate (Guo et al.,

2018).

A fundamental application of Regional Climate Models

(RCMs) is to estimate present and historical climates, contrasting

these with future climate projections under various greenhouse

gas (GHG) forcing scenarios (henceforth “forcings”), including

Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Van Vuuren et al.,

2011). RCPs are scenarios that include time-dependent projections

of atmospheric GHG concentrations, developed for climate

modeling and research to assess potential global climate outcomes

based on different trajectories of human activity. Through

multidecadal simulations, RCMs facilitate detailed assessments of

future climates, blending climate internal variability and the effects

of forcings such as those defined by the RCPs (Tapiador et al., 2019,

2020). Control simulations, which are devoid of external forcings

like increased GHG emissions, are crucial for attributing observed

climate changes, particularly global warming, to specific forcings.

By holding all conditions constant (ceteris paribus) and accounting

for internal variability, significant deviations from control runs in

RCM outputs indicate the influence of forcings, as specified by the

RCPs, on climate alterations (Georgescu et al., 2022; Cheng et al.,

2023).

Historically, RCM simulations aimed to give insights into

global changes at resolutions finer than those achievable by GCMs.

Differences between RCM outputs, once upscaled to match their

parent GCM resolutions, and direct GCM outputs were attributed

to the enhanced capabilities of RCMs (Ban et al., 2021). The debate

on the “added value” of RCMs over GCMs has persisted, with

studies quantifying this value across various spatial scales. Despite

this, some comprehensive comparisons with GCMs challenge the

notion that the increased resolution of RCMs, despite requiring

more computational resources, results in significant modifications

to mean seasonal changes (Solman and Blázquez, 2019; Vautard

et al., 2021). This discourse emphasizes the necessity of critically

evaluating the benefits of employing RCMs for local and regional

climate projections, especially over complex terrain like that

of Ecuador.

By integrating insights from DMDU literature, this research

contributes to the evolving discourse on adaptive and resilient

policy-making in the face of climatic uncertainties, offering

evidence-based strategies tailored to the unique ecological

and socio-economic contours of Ecuador. Therefore, by

providing region-specific climate projections, the study aids

in the development of nuanced, evidence-based policies that can

dynamically adjust to the unfolding realities of climate change,

thereby enhancing Ecuador’s resilience and adaptive capacity

(Meinshausen et al., 2011; Thuiller et al., 2019; Depledge, 2022).

In sum, this research endeavors to bridge the gap in regional

climate modeling for Ecuador, leveraging the precision of dynamic

downscaling to forecast climate impacts with unprecedented detail.

Through its focus on DMDU, the study not only contributes

to the scientific understanding of climate change impacts but

also provides a critical foundation for formulating adaptive

policies that can navigate the complexities and uncertainties of

a changing climate. Ecuador’s proactive stance in international

climate negotiations, as reflected in its commitments under the

UNFCCC and the Paris Agreement, amplifies the relevance of

this research.

1.1 Research objectives and hypothesis

The primary objectives of this study are to:

1. Generate high-resolution climate projections for Ecuador’s

Coastal, Highland, and Amazonian regions using dynamic

downscaling techniques, thereby addressing the gaps in

regional-scale climate modeling.

2. Assess the potential impacts of future climate scenarios, derived

from a range of Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs),

on key socio-ecological systems within these regions.

3. Explore the applicability of Decision Making Under Deep

Uncertainty (DMDU) frameworks in formulating robust climate

adaptation strategies for Ecuador, taking into consideration the

intrinsic uncertainties of climate projections.

Based on these objectives, we propose the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1: Dynamic downscaling will reveal significant

regional variations in climate projections for Ecuador, offering

more nuanced insights than those provided by coarse-scale General

Circulation Models (GCMs).
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FIGURE 1

Study area. Box represents simulation domain.

1.2 Methodological overview

To achieve these objectives, this study employs a two-tiered

methodological approach:

Dynamic downscaling: utilizing the Regional Climate

Model 4 (RegCM4) to downscale outputs from the

Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model 2-Earth

System (HadGEM2-ES), providing high-resolution climate

projections for the period 2070–2099 under various

RCP scenarios.

2 Methods

2.1 Study area

The analysis encompasses Ecuador’s entire surface area,

uniquely situated on the equator in South America. The

country’s complex geographical landscape, with borders

touching Colombia, Peru, and the Pacific Ocean, spans a

total area of 256,370 square kilometers. Ecuador is divided

into three distinct regions: Coastal (CO), Highlands (HL),

and Amazon (AM), each varying significantly in altitude and

climatic conditions. The study delves into the diverse climatic

zones of Ecuador, influenced by the Andes cordillera, including

Tropical wet and dry, Semi-arid, Tropical monsoon, and

Tropical rainforest climates as per Köppen’s classification

system (Köppen, 1918). This detailed analysis is crucial

for understanding the regional climatic contrasts and their

implications (Figure 1).

The climate of Ecuador presents distinct climatic contrasts that

are primarily determined by the presence of the Andes cordillera.

In the Coastal region (west of the Andes cordillera), precipitation

patterns are influenced by the Intertropical Convergence Zone

(ITCZ), particularly affecting the rainy season, which reaches

occurs between December and May. During the second half of the

year, the region experiences a dryer season, primarily due to the

influence of the South Pacific anticyclone (Sanabria et al., 2019).

Beyond the Coastal region, Ecuador’s diverse climatic patterns are

shaped by a variety of systems. For instance, the Andean highlands

experience climate dynamics influenced by altitude and local

topography, while the Amazon region’s climate is affected by both

the ITCZ and the Amazon Basin’s unique hydrological dynamics

(Morán-Tejeda et al., 2016). These variations underscore the

complex interplay of climatic systems across Ecuador (Campozano

et al., 2018)
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2.2 Regional climate model data and
downscaling

The study employs the RegCM4, a public-domain software

regularly updated by the International Center for Theoretical

Physics (ICTP), ensuring its relevance and applicability to

current climate modeling challenges. Originally developed by the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), RegCM4 has

undergone significant improvements by ICTP, making it a robust

tool for regional climate studies (Dickinson et al., 1989; Giorgi and

Anyah, 2012).

We utilized the Hadley Centre Global Environmental Model

2-Earth System (HadGEM2-ES) for our climate projections. This

model, integral to the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), offers

a comprehensive simulation of earth system processes, making it

particularly suitable for our study on Ecuador’s diverse climatic

conditions (Collins et al., 2011). The data, sourced from the British

Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC), span from the historical period

of 1975–2004 to future projections of 2070–2099. The horizontal

resolution of ∼140 km at middle latitudes, while broad, provides

a useful scale for examining regional climate patterns. The model’s

configuration includes 38 atmospheric height levels and 40 oceanic

z-levels, facilitating detailed climate simulations.

The HadGEM2-ES data encompass future climate scenarios as

outlined in the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), specifically

RCP 2.6, 4.5, and 8.5. These scenarios represent low, medium, and

high global radiative forcing levels, respectively, and are critical for

understanding potential future climate conditions in Ecuador and

its surrounding regions. The scenarios forecast CO2 concentrations

reaching 490 ppm under RCP 2.6 and 935 ppm under RCP 8.5

by the end of the century (Van Vuuren et al., 2011). RegCM4

simulations were centered over Ecuador and northern South

America, with the simulation domain encompassing a latitude

range from ∼2◦N to 6◦S and a longitude range from ∼82 to

75◦W. This specific range was chosen to effectively capture the

climatic variations across this geographically diverse area effectively

(Figure 1).

The specific configuration of our model, as detailed in

Table 1, was carefully selected to accurately represent the complex

topography and climate of the region. Convection, a critical

process for precipitation in the tropics, necessitates precise

parameterization in climate models. Emanuel (1991) convection

scheme, which considers cloud mixing to be episodic and

inhomogeneous and bases convective fluxes on sub-cloud-scale

updrafts and downdrafts, has been demonstrated to produce

reliable climate simulations over tropical regions (Giorgi and

Anyah, 2012; Martínez-Castro et al., 2018; Komkoua Mbienda

et al., 2021). The boundary layer, crucial for capturing surface-

atmosphere interactions, is adeptly described by the Holtslag et al.

(1990) scheme, which accounts for the evolution of the potential

temperature and specific humidity. Its distinct approach to vertical

mixing within the convective boundary layer has been shown to

simulate precipitationmore effectively, particularly in tropical areas

(Reboita et al., 2014; Teodoro et al., 2021; Komkoua Mbienda et al.,

2022). Furthermore, the moist physics scheme of Pal et al. (2000),

as highlighted by Giorgi and Anyah (2012), includes a prognostic

equation for cloud water. It determines fractional cloud cover

TABLE 1 RegCM4 model configuration.

Model input Description

Grid size (km) 50

Latitude −1.5

Longitude −78

Boundary conditions Relaxation, exponential technique

Cumulous convection scheme Emanuel, 1991

Boundary Layer Scheme Holtslag et al., 1990

Moist physics scheme Pal et al., 2000

Simulation started (RP) 1975-01-01 00:00:00 UTC

Simulation ended (RP) 2005-12-01 00:00:00 UTC

Simulation started (FP) 2070-01-01 00:00:00 UTC

Simulation ended (FP) 2099-11-01 00:00:00 UTC

Timestep (min) 30

based on local relative humidity and converts cloud water into

precipitation, enhancing the model’s ability to simulate observed

precipitation patterns. This scheme has been a common choice in

simulations for this modeling exercise (Pareja-Quispe et al., 2021),

due to its efficacy in representing cloud processes and precipitation

dynamics in the tropics.

2.3 Model bias correction and validation

2.3.1 Observational data
Addressing the challenges posed by the scarcity of refined

historical climate data in Ecuador, our approach to bias

correction employs two distinct datasets, chosen for their robust

representation of extreme weather events across South America.

This selection underscores our commitment to grounding our

projections in the most accurate observational data available,

thereby enhancing the reliability of our climate models under

conditions of deep uncertainty.

For precipitation, we utilized the Climate Prediction Center

(CPC) dataset, which provides a comprehensive daily precipitation

record commencing in 1979 (Dinh et al., 2020). This dataset,

with its spatial resolution of 0.5◦ latitude by 0.5◦ longitude,

covers the period up to 2005, offering a detailed precipitation

overview essential for assessing climate impacts on Ecuador’s

diverse ecosystems.

Daily air temperature data was sourced from the ERA5

reanalysis (Buontempo et al., 2020; Noél et al., 2021), renowned for

its intricate portrayal of atmospheric conditions. The ERA5 dataset,

with higher spatial resolution of 0.25◦ latitude by 0.25◦ longitude,

spans from 1980 to 2004. These datasets were meticulously chosen

not only for their temporal and spatial comprehensiveness but

also for their extensive application in the scientific community,

reinforcing their suitability for capturing the range of climate

extremes within the region (Heo et al., 2019; Hersbach et al., 2020;

Tarek et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2021).
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Considering the ERA5 dataset’s commencement in 1980, we

performed bias correction for temperature data from this year

through 2004. To reconcile the disparities in spatial resolutions

between datasets, a regridding procedure was implemented. This

step is crucial, as it harmonizes the datasets, ensuring consistency

and minimizing errors across our analytical framework. Such

meticulous attention to data compatibility is essential for providing

a reliable foundation upon which our climate projections can

be built, facilitating a robust comparison across all climate

variables assessed.

This careful approach to bias correction and validation

is essencial in the context of Decision Making Under Deep

Uncertainty (DMDU). By rigorously aligning our projections with

high-quality observational data, we aim to reduce the uncertainty

inherent in climate modeling, thus providing stakeholders and

policymakers with a more reliable basis for crafting adaptive,

resilience-enhancing strategies for Ecuador.

2.3.2 Bias correction
To mitigate biases inherent in the RCM daily data, our

study utilized the quantile mapping (QM) method, a widely

recognized empirical adjustment technique. This method leverages

the cumulative distribution function (CDF) to reconcile modeled

variables with observed data, thus enhancing the accuracy of

climate projections (Lafon et al., 2013; Heo et al., 2019; Enayati

et al., 2021). The essence of QM (Equation 1) lies in its capacity to

map both observed and modeled data onto a unified probability

distribution, thereafter adjusting the modeled data to more

accurately mirror observed phenomena. The operational equation

of QM is articulated as:

Po = F−1
0 (Fm(Pm)) (1)

where Po represents the observed variable, Pm denotes the modeled

variable, F symbolizes the CDF, and F−1 is the inverse CDF. The

subscripts o and m are indicative of observed and modeled data,

respectively (Li et al., 2010; Piani et al., 2010).

The process of bias correction was meticulously evaluated by

segmenting the reference period (1975–2004) into two distinct

phases: a baseline period (BP: 1975–1992) and a validation period

(VP: 1993–2004). This division allowed for the derivation of

QM bias correction coefficients for the RegCM4 temperature

and precipitation datasets against the ERA5 and CPC reanalysis

data for the BP. These coefficients were subsequently applied

to the RegCM4 data throughout the VP, facilitating a rigorous

validation process.

To quantitatively ascertain the model’s precision post-

bias correction, we employed standard goodness-of-fit metrics,

including mean square error (MSE) (Equation 2), mean absolute

error (MAE) (Equation 3), and root mean square error (RMSE)

(Equation 4), formulated as follows:

MSE =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

(Pi − Qi)
2 (2)

MAE =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

|Pi − Qi| (3)

RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(Pi − Qi)2 (4)

Here, Pi andQi correspond to the observed and RCM-predicted

data points, respectively, with n representing the total observation

count. An annual aggregation of these statistics facilitated a

comprehensive assessment of the bias correction’s efficacy.

This meticulous bias correction process underscores our

commitment to enhancing the fidelity of climate projections, a

critical endeavor in the area of Decision Making Under Deep

Uncertainty (DMDU). By refining our climate models to more

closely align with observed data, we bolster the foundation

upon which robust, adaptable climate adaptation strategies can

be developed.

2.4 Future projections

To comprehensively project future climatic changes in Ecuador,

we focused on delta changes in temperature (minimum, mean,

and maximum) and percent changes in precipitation. These

changes were calculated by comparing data from two distinct

periods: the future period (FP) spanning from 2070 to 2099,

and the bias-corrected reference period from 1975 to 2004. This

comparison allows us to quantify the expected climatic shifts

in detail.

For an enhanced understanding of the statistical significance

of these changes, we plotted them with an emphasis on the

95% confidence level (p-value < 0.05). This approach visually

represents the probability of occurrence of these projected changes,

offering a clearer picture of future climate scenarios. In addition

to temperature and precipitation, assessing the potential impacts

on extreme weather events is crucial. To this end, we incorporated

three extreme climate indices as recommended by the Expert

Team on Climate Change Detection and Indices (ETCCDI)

(Mistry, 2019; Kim et al., 2020). These indices were calculated

separately for each of the key regions in Ecuador—Coastal

(CO), Highlands (HL), and Amazon (AM). The selected indices

include:

• Warm Spell Duration Indicator (WSDI): This index measures

the count of days with a minimum of six consecutive days

where the maximum temperature (Tmax) exceeds the 90th

percentile.

• Consecutive Dry Days (CDD): It quantifies the maximum

number of consecutive days with precipitation <1 mm.

• Daily Temperature Range (DTR): This index represents

the mean difference between daily maximum (Tmax) and

minimum (Tmin) temperatures.

Each of these indices provides insight into different aspects

of climate extremes, allowing for a comprehensive analysis

of potential future impacts. By calculating these indices for

both the reference and future periods, we aim to offer a

detailed understanding of how extreme weather patterns

might evolve in the coming decades across Ecuador’s diverse

climatic regions.
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Bias correction and validation

The efficacy of the Quantile Mapping (QM) approach for

bias correction in temperature and precipitation modeling was

meticulously evaluated. In Figure 2, we present a comprehensive

visualization of the impact of Quantile Mapping (QM) bias

correction on our climate modeling outputs. The figure is divided

into four panels, each illustrating different aspects of the bias

correction process and its results.

Figures 2A, C focus on the initial comparison between the

RegCM4 simulated data and the observed climate data, before

the application of bias correction. In these panels, histograms

represent the distribution of mean temperature (Figure 2A) and

precipitation (Figure 2C) as simulated by RegCM4 against the

actual observed data. The stark contrast in the histograms

highlights the initial discrepancies between the model’s output and

real-world observations. The insets within these panels further

detail this comparison by showing the cumulative distribution

functions (CDFs) for both sets of data, with the observed data

depicted by a dark gray line and the RegCM4 simulated data by

a light gray line, visually quantifying the initial bias in the model’s

simulations.

Figures 2B, D demonstrate the effectiveness of the QM

bias correction, showcasing the improved alignment of the

RegCM4 model’s output with observed data for temperature

and precipitation, respectively, after correction. The dark

gray histograms in these panels represent the bias-corrected

model data, which now closely mirrors the distribution of

the observed data, indicating a significant reduction in bias.

The scatter plots inset in these panels compare the observed

data (on the x-axis) with the bias-corrected modeled data

(on the y-axis), directly illustrating the enhanced agreement

between the model outputs and observations post-correction,

as evidenced by the proximity of data points to the line of

perfect agreement.

A detailed analysis of the bias periods prior to the

application of the Quantile Mapping (QM) bias correction

method uncovered several uncertainties within the dataset.

These uncertainties primarily arose from the model’s initial

inability to accurately capture extreme weather events, such as

uncharacteristically high precipitation during short periods or

unexpected temperature spikes, which are critical for assessing

climate variability and change. Additionally, discrepancies in

the temporal distribution of climatic events, where the model

either overpredicted or underpredicted the occurrence of

certain weather patterns compared to the observed data, were

noted. These inconsistencies suggest a limitation in the model’s

representation of local climatic conditions, possibly due to the

coarse resolution of input data or the model’s parameterization of

atmospheric processes.

Furthermore, the analysis indicated variability in the

model’s performance across different time scales, with a

tendency to underestimate the intensity of seasonal variations

in temperature and precipitation. This underestimation

could lead to inaccuracies in long-term climate projections,

particularly in forecasting the magnitude of extreme climatic

TABLE 2 Statistical analysis of the ERA5 and RegCM4 bias-corrected daily

air mean temperature (◦C) and precipitation (mm) for bias correction and

validation.

Baseline period
(1980–1992)

Validation period
(1993–2005)

Temperature

MAE 1.775304 1.667894

MSE 3.193081 2.824903

RMSE 1.786919 1.680745

R2 0.994825 0.991380

Precipitation

MAE 0.000782 0.000772

MSE 0.000001 0.000001

RMSE 0.000863 0.000859

R2 0.996070 0.995832

events and their potential impacts on the ecosystem and

human activities.

However, after applying the QM bias correction, we observed

a substantial improvement in the model’s alignment with observed

data, as reflected by an R2 value of 0.99 for both temperature and

precipitation (Table 2). This indicates a near-perfect fit between

the corrected model outputs and the observed values, highlighting

the QM method’s effectiveness in addressing these uncertainties.

Despite this improvement, the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)

for temperature remained higher than desired, although it fell

within the thresholds suggested by Gaydon et al. (2017) as

indicative of good model predictions. This remaining variance

in the temperature data, even post-correction, underscores the

inherent challenges in perfectly modeling complex climatic systems

and emphasizes the importance of ongoing model refinement

and validation.

3.2 Present climate analysis

The contemporary climatological assessment underscores

significant regional variations in temperature and precipitation

patterns across Ecuador, reflecting the diverse altitudinal and

geographical landscape of the country. The Highlands (HL)

region, characterized by its cooler climate, exhibits the lowest

mean minimum temperature (Tmin) at 10.66◦C, whereas the

Coastal (CO) region records the highest Tmin at 18.46◦C,

followed by the Amazon (AM) region with a mean Tmin

of 16.37◦C (Figure 3).

Our analysis extends beyond temperature disparities, delving

into the variations of maximum temperatures across the regions.

The CO region’s monthly average maximum temperatures range

from 26.3◦C in January to 28.9◦C in April, illustrating not only

the thermal diversity but also the interplay between geographical

positioning and climatic influences. Similarly, the HL and AM

regions exhibit their own distinct temperature profiles, shaped by

their unique environmental and topographical contexts.
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FIGURE 2

Results of applying a simple quantile mapping bias correction method to the RegCM4 data. (A, C) Display histograms for the RegCM4 simulated

mean temperature and precipitation (in light gray) respectively, overlaid with histograms of the observed data (in dark gray). The insets within (A, C)

illustrate the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the observed (dark gray line) and the RegCM4 simulated data (light gray line). (B, D) Present

the histograms of the RegCM4 data after bias correction (in dark gray). The insets within (B, D) are scatter plots comparing the observed data (x-axis)

against the bias-corrected modeled data (y-axis), illustrating the improved alignment post-correction.

These findings not only highlight the distinct climatic

characteristics of each region but also illuminate the complex

dynamics at play, influenced by factors such as the Andes

cordillera and the Amazon basin. The variation in mean maximum

temperatures—29.14◦C for CO, 21.78◦C for HL, and 26.13◦C for

AM—hihglights the intricate role of regional geography in defining

climate regimes.

The annual temperature cycles for CO and HL demonstrate

relatively stable values, underscoring a degree of predictability

within these regions’ climate systems. In contrast, the AM region

experiences more pronounced fluctuations, particularly cooler

temperatures during the austral winter, highlighting the region’s

unique climatic sensitivity.

In terms of precipitation, the analysis reveals a pronounced

disparity across the regions, with CO experiencing considerably

less rainfall than HL and AM. This precipitation pattern, especially

CO’s peak rainfall coinciding with the southern migration of

the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), underscores the

interplay between geographical location, topographical barriers,

and atmospheric dynamics (Figure 4).

3.3 Future climate projections

3.3.1 Precipitation changes
Climate projections based on the Representative Concentration

Pathways (RCPs) indicate significant variability in future

precipitation patterns across Ecuador, illustrating how

shifts in global climate dynamics are likely to impact

regional hydrological cycles. For the RCP 2.6 scenario,

projections suggest an increase in mean precipitation

by 19.12mm for the CO region, signifying a potential

enhancement in water availability. In contrast, the HL and

AM regions are anticipated to experience reductions in

mean precipitation, with decreases of 22.03 and 24.54 mm,

respectively. These changes underscore the differential impacts

of climate change on regional precipitation regimes, with

implications for water resource management, agriculture, and

biodiversity conservation.

Under more intensive greenhouse gas emission scenarios, RCP

4.5 and RCP 8.5, the projected trends becomemore pronounced. In

the HL and AM regions, the drier months of June, July, and August

could see mean reductions in precipitation of up to 47.83mm,

signaling a heightened risk of drought and its associated impacts

on ecosystems and human livelihoods. Conversely, the CO region

could witness an increase in monthly precipitation by up to 20%

under RCP 2.6, while projections for the AM region indicate

substantial increases, potentially exceeding 50% during the wetter

months of August, September, and October.

These projections highlight the complexity and variability

of climate change impacts across Ecuador’s distinct ecological

zones. The potential for increased precipitation in some regions

contrasts sharply with reductions in others, presenting challenges

and opportunities for regional planning and adaptation strategies.

Understanding these trends is critical for preparing for future

hydrological changes, ensuring sustainable water resource

management, and mitigating the adverse effects of climate

variability on vulnerable communities and ecosystems.
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FIGURE 3

Spatial distribution of mean minimum, mean, and maximum temperatures across Ecuador. (A–C) Map out the Tmin, Tmean, and Tmax, while (D–F)

depict the annual temperature cycle for the CO, HL, and AM regions, respectively. Solid lines represent the mean monthly precipitation, while the

colored area around the line indicates the range of variability.

FIGURE 4

(A) Shows a map of Ecuador with a color gradient representing the annual precipitation rate in millimeters per year. (B–D) Present the monthly

precipitation distributions for the CO, HL, and AM regions, respectively. Solid lines represent the mean monthly precipitation, while the colored area

around the line indicates the range of variability.

3.3.2 Temperature variations
Projected temperature increases across Ecuador’s regions under

future climate scenarios suggest significant warming, with the

most pronounced changes expected under RCP 8.5. The Highlands

(HL) region, in particular, is anticipated to experience the largest

increase in maximum temperatures (Tmax), with a projected rise

of 4.68◦C. This significant warming during the mid-year months

will accentuate the region’s already warm season, potentially

exacerbating heat-related stresses on ecosystems and human health.

Similarly, the Coastal (CO) region is forecasted to witness an

average increase in Tmax of 3.93
◦C, with the peak warming reaching

4.20◦C relative to the reference period.

3.3.3 Regional implications
The projected climatic shifts carry profound implications

for Ecuador’s diverse ecosystems and socio-economic

sectors. The Andes, facing the greatest temperature

variations, may see impacts on its unique biodiversity,

including shifts in species distributions and altered
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FIGURE 5

Spatial distribution of projected precipitation changes (%) (RegCM4 driven by the HadGEM2) under RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (A) [based on RF

(1975–2004) and FP (2070–2099)]. Bars represent changes in di�erent regions [CO (B), HL (C), and AM (D)], and di�erent RCPs [2.6 (green), 4.5

(yellow), and 8.5 (red)]. Significant di�erences at the 95% confidence level of changes are dotted.

phenological patterns, which could, in turn, affect

ecosystem services and agriculture. Such temperature

increases are also likely to impact water availability,

particularly through changes in snowpack and glacial

melt rates, posing significant challenges for water

resource management.

In the Amazon, the anticipated decrease in precipitation,

coupled with significant temperature rises, poses critical

challenges for the region’s water resources, biodiversity,

and indigenous communities. These changes threaten

the integrity of the Amazon rainforest ecosystem,

emphasizing the urgent need for comprehensive

adaptive measures to mitigate the adverse effects of

climate change.

Figures 5, 6 illustrate the projected spatial distribution

of temperature and precipitation changes across Ecuador,

providing a visual understanding of the differential impacts

of climate change. These projections underscore the

necessity for targeted adaptation and mitigation strategies

to address the anticipated climatic changes, safeguarding

biodiversity, ensuring water security, and supporting

sustainable agricultural practices across the country’s

varied landscapes.

3.4 Extreme climate indices

The analysis of extreme climate indices presents a nuanced

perspective on how climate change might manifest in varying

weather patterns across Ecuador.

3.4.1 Consecutive Dry Days
A notable west-to-east gradient in Consecutive Dry Days

(CDD) is apparent, with the CO region exhibiting a drier pattern,

ranging from 160 to 200 days (Figure 7A). In contrast, both the HL

and AM regions experience fewer dry days, typically <100. Under

RCP 2.6, projections suggest an increase in CDD for HL and AM,

indicating drier conditions are likely to become more prevalent.

This trend intensifies under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 (Figure 7B),

with CDD increasing by up to 60% in HL and 100% in AM, while

CO experiences a reduction in dry days by 40% under RCP 8.5,

suggesting a shift toward wetter conditions.

3.4.2 Warm Spell Duration Index
The Warm Spell Duration Index (WSDI) shows a higher

frequency of occurrence in CO, with events lasting up to 12
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FIGURE 6

Spatial distribution of projected temperature changes (◦C) (RegCM4 driven by the HadGEM2) under RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (A) [based on RF

(1975–2004) and FP (2070–2099)]. Bars represent changes in di�erent regions [CO (B), HL (C), and AM (D)], and di�erent RCPs [2.6 (green), 4.5

(yellow), and 8.5 (red)]. Significant di�erences at the 95% confidence level of changes are dotted.

FIGURE 7

Climatological (A) and projected changes in Consecutive Dry Days (CDD) (RegCM4 driven by the HadGEM2) under RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (B)

[Based on RF (1975–2004) and FP (2070–2099)]. Significant di�erences at the 95% level of changes are dotted.

days. However, under RCP 2.6, a significant increase of ∼180%

is projected for AM, reflecting more pronounced warm spells

(Figure 8A). Under RCP 4.5 and 8.5 (Figure 8B), this pattern

is expected to extend to central HL and most of AM, further

illustrating the anticipated increase in extreme temperature events.

3.4.3 Diurnal Temperature Range
The Diurnal Temperature Range (DTR) presents higher

variability within central CO, ranging from 2 to 12◦C, indicative

of the region’s climatic dynamics (Figure 9A). Under RCP 2.6,

a decrease in DTR is observed for CO and AM, while HL
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FIGURE 8

Historical Warm Spell Duration Index (WSDI) (A) and projected changes (RegCM4 driven by the HadGEM2) under RCP 2.6, RCP Q23 4.5, and RCP 8.5

(B) [based on RF (1975–2004) and FP (2070–2099)]. Significant di�erences at the 95% level of changes are dotted.

experiences a slight increase, indicating a potential narrowing of

the temperature range. Projections for RCP 4.5 and 8.5 (Figure 9B)

suggest further alterations, with HL and AM showing an increase

in DTR, particularly under the most extreme RCP 8.5 scenario.

4 Discussion

These shifts in extreme climate indices are critical indicators of

potential impacts on the region’s ecosystems and human activities.

Increased CDD could exacerbate water scarcity issues, while

more frequent WSDI events could challenge existing agricultural

practices. The variations in DTR may influence natural habitats

and biodiversity, particularly in sensitive ecological zones. The

data underscore the urgency for adaptive strategies to mitigate the

adverse effects of these projected changes.

Climate change projections come with inherent uncertainties, a

reality that underscores the complexity of predicting future climate

conditions. While General Circulation Models (GCMs) offer

invaluable insights into global climate dynamics, their application

at regional scales introduces uncertainties, especially in predicting

seasonal temperature variations (Zhang and Chen, 2021; Wu

et al., 2022). These uncertainties extend beyond the magnitude of

temperature and precipitation changes, encompassing their spatial

distribution as well. Such distinctions are critical for assessing

climate change impacts on ecological systems and human societies,

necessitating a nuanced interpretation of model outputs to inform

effective adaptation and mitigation strategies.

According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

(IPCC), future scenarios indicate an increase in mean annual

precipitation and temperature worldwide, with temperatures

expected to rise by 2 to 3◦C by the mid-21st century and 3 to

5◦C toward its end (Hood, 2019; Noél et al., 2021). Consistent

with these global projections, our analysis for Ecuador forecasts

mean seasonal temperature increases ranging from 2.3 to 6◦C

across different climatic regions by the latter half of the century,

relative to historical baselines. This trend aligns with the global

pattern of warming, yet underscores the regional nuances of

climate change impacts. By delineating these expected temperature

rises within Ecuador’s diverse ecological landscapes, our study

contributes to a more localized understanding of global climate

dynamics, emphasizing the importance of region-specific analyses

in climate science.

Support for our findings comes from research such as

Asmamaw et al. (2019), which noted temperature increases of

2–3◦C in the Highlands (HL) region, paralleling our projections

for Ecuador. Nonetheless, the variability inherent in climate

predictions calls for a nuanced interpretation. For example,

Demaria et al. (2013)’s work on the Alpine region of Chile

provides temperature forecasts under different climate conditions,

underscoring the potential for variability when comparing distinct

geographical and climatic zones. This disparity in model outcomes

highlights the critical need for localized analyses that account

for the unique regional climate dynamics, illustrating that one-

size-fits-all approaches to climate prediction may overlook crucial

local variations.

Acknowledging these uncertainties, our discussion seeks to

connect these climate projections to their tangible impacts on

Ecuador’s diverse ecological systems and human activities. The

potential for increased temperatures and shifts in precipitation

patterns warrant a detailed examination of how these changes

could affect the country’s rich biodiversity, agricultural sectors, and

water resources. Emphasizing a cautious approach in interpreting

model outputs is paramount, as is the necessity to underpin

climate adaptation and mitigation strategies with comprehensive

localized studies. This strategy ensures that actions taken are closely

aligned with the specific needs and conditions of Ecuador’s varied

landscapes, thereby enhancing resilience and sustainability in the

face of climate change challenges.

The projected rise in global temperatures, as detailed in

our study’s findings, is set to induce significant variations in

both human and natural systems. These changes manifest as

extreme weather events, sea-level rise, and biodiversity loss,

which collectively pose substantial risks to vulnerable populations.

This scenario is particularly pertinent to Ecuador, a low- and

middle-income tropical country, where our results indicate notable
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FIGURE 9

Diurnal Temperature Range (DTR) climatology (A) and expected changes (RegCM4 driven by the HadGEM2) under RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, and RCP 8.5 (B)

[Based on RF (1975–2004) and FP (2070–2099)]. Significant di�erences at the 95% level of changes are dotted.

increases in temperatures and shifts in precipitation patterns

across its diverse regions. Such climatic shifts are likely to

exacerbate food security challenges, a concern that resonates with

global observations on climate change’s detrimental impacts on

agricultural productivity and food security (Pachauri et al., 2014;

Mysiak et al., 2016).

Recent studies, including those focusing on regions with

climatic and socio-economic conditions similar to Ecuador,

like Tamil Nadu in India, reinforce the urgency of addressing

accelerating pace of climate change. These studies predict

significant declines in the yields of key crops such as rice,

maize, black gram, and red gram under various RCP scenarios,

especially under higher emission pathways (Geethalakshmi et al.,

2023). This trend is expected to be mirrored in Ecuador,

where our climate projections under RCP 8.5 suggest substantial

temperature increases and variable precipitation patterns, likely

impacting agricultural productivity adversely. The methodological

diversity of these studies, spanning biophysical and economic

models, echoes the complex nexus between climate change and

agricultural systems.

While our projections indicate an uptick in CO2 levels

and air temperatures across Ecuador, it’s important to note

that such changes might initially boost the yield of certain

crops in specific locales. However, the ostensibly beneficial

effects of elevated CO2 concentrations on crop growth are

likely to be tempered, if not wholly negated, by the adverse

impacts of rising temperatures, increased water scarcity, and

nutrient limitations (Ainsworth and Long, 2021). This dynamic

is of particular concern for Ecuador, given the paramount

importance of agriculture both as a vital economic pillar

and as means of subsistence for a significant portion of

the population.

The Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) developed

by the IPCC, projecting various levels of radiative forcing by the

year 2100, serve as critical tools for scientific analysis and guide

policy formulation (Li et al., 2019). Nonetheless, the inherent

uncertainties associated with climate model projections present

challenges, especially for agricultural planning and decision-

making. To mitigate these uncertainties, the adoption of a multi-

model ensemble approach in assessing the impacts of climate

change on crop productivity is advocated. Such an approach

not only enhances the robustness of impact assessments but is

particularly recommended for Ecuador, where nuanced and precise

predictions are crucial for safeguarding the agricultural sector

(Jägermeyr et al., 2021).

Furthermore, our results on temperature variations also bring

to the forefront the vulnerability of Ecuador’s tropical dry forests—

an ecosystem with diverse and vulnerable species and a range of

ecosystem services. These forests are at significant risk from the

projected increases in temperature, underscoring a gap in current

research and the necessity for comprehensive studies to assess their

vulnerability and resilience to climate change (Aguirre et al., 2017;

Portalanza et al., 2019). The anticipated temperature anomalies

could exacerbate the stress on these already under-researched

ecosystems, making it imperative to integrate climate change

considerations into conservation and management strategies. This

approach would not only safeguard biodiversity but also preserve

the ecosystem services vital for local communities and the broader

environmental stability of Ecuador.

Ecuador’s highlands and Amazonian regions, celebrated for

their remarkable biodiversity, are undergoing climatic shifts that

pose significant risks to their ecological integrity. The anticipated

distributional shifts in species, driven by climate change, highlight

the critical need for strategic conservation efforts to safeguard

these unique ecosystems (Iturralde-Pólit et al., 2017). Proactive

measures, including habitat restoration and the expansion of

protected area networks, emerge as indispensable strategies

for preserving Ecuador’s rich biodiversity. Such initiatives are

especially crucial in mitigating the adverse effects of climate change

and ensuring the resilience of these vital ecological zones.

Moreover, climate-induced changes in agricultural practices are

anticipated across tropical latitudes, spurred by rising temperatures

and alterations in rainfall patterns. Particularly in the highlands

of Ecuador, a projected decrease in precipitation could severely
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impact water resources, posing challenges to urban water supply

and hydroelectric generation (Buytaert et al., 2009; Lawrence

and Vandecar, 2015; Ovalle-Rivera et al., 2015; Carvajal and

Li, 2019). Our study aligns with these observations, revealing

significant vulnerabilities in specific ecosystems under the RCP

8.5 scenario. Notably, an increase in the number of Consecutive

Dry Days (CDD) and the Warm Spell Duration Index (WSDI)

underlines the potential for exacerbated vulnerabilities in tropical

ecosystems. Such findings underscore the imperative to integrate

climate change projections into water resource management and

agricultural planning in Ecuador. By acknowledging and preparing

for these challenges, Ecuador can enhance the sustainability and

resilience of its agricultural sector and broader environmental

health in the face of impending climatic changes (Falkland and

White, 2020; Naranjo-Silva et al., 2023).

The anticipated temperature and precipitation anomalies

pose significant challenges for the Andean region, potentially

driving distributional shifts in both biodiversity and agricultural

practices. The projected warming, particularly pronounced at

higher altitudes, presents a tangible threat to high-altitude species

and may compromise the natural barriers mountains provide

against species migration (Ghalambor, 2006; Horgan et al., 2023).

While urban areas such as Quito and Guayaquil are considered

to have lower vulnerability to these changes, it is imperative to

recognize that a considerable segment of Ecuador’s population

resides in regions that are highly sensitive to the impacts of climate

change (Fernandez et al., 2015; Manchego et al., 2017).

In response to these projected changes, Ecuador is at a critical

juncture to implement comprehensive adaptation strategies aimed

at safeguarding its rich biodiversity and ensuring the sustainability

of agricultural practices. Key to these strategies is sustainable

water resource management, which is paramount for maintaining

water availability and quality in light of anticipated climatic shifts

(Al-Jawad et al., 2019; Xiang et al., 2021). Proactive measures,

informed by the detailed projections provided in our study, are

essential to enhancing the resilience of Ecuador’s ecosystems

and human communities. By embracing adaptive management

practices, Ecuador can navigate the complexities of future climate

scenarios, mitigating the adverse effects on its environment

and populace, and setting a precedent for climate resilience in

the region.

5 Conclusions

The future climate of Ecuador, as elucidated by our

study, presents significant challenges and opportunities at

a pivotal moment for the nation’s ecological integrity and

socio-economic resilience. Our research forecasts notable

increases in temperature and shifts in precipitation patterns,

with wide-ranging implications for Ecuador’s rich biodiversity,

agricultural sustainability, and energy production systems.

These projections underscore the critical importance of

devising and implementing comprehensive adaptation and

mitigation strategies tailored to the unique conditions of

Ecuador.

Central to our findings is the vulnerability of the highlands

and Amazonian regions, renowned for their exceptional

biodiversity. The potential for ecological disturbances in these

areas highlights the urgent need for Ecuador to enhance its

conservation efforts and enact robust policies to protect its

natural heritage in the face of climatic shifts. Moreover, the

anticipated changes in climate conditions call for the adoption

of resilient agricultural practices, especially within the tropical

dry forests and other regions at risk, to ensure food security and

support livelihoods amid increasing thermal stress and rainfall

variability.

The projected climatic changes also pose significant

challenges to Ecuador’s hydrological systems, which are

foundational to the nation’s hydropower generation and

freshwater resources. In response, diversifying the renewable

energy mix and implementing water-conservation measures

are imperative to uphold energy security and manage water

resources effectively. This study emphasizes the indispensable

role of multidisciplinary research, informed policymaking, and

community engagement in addressing climate change. Ecuador’s

path to climate resilience necessitates an integrative approach,

combining scientific knowledge with inclusive governance and

innovative adaptation practices. Through such synergistic efforts,

Ecuador can navigate the intricacies of climate change, setting a

precedent for sustainable development and resilience on a global

scale.

In conclusion, Ecuador’s response to climate change is

a defining factor for its future. The collaboration among

government bodies, civil society, and the scientific community

is crucial in crafting a cohesive strategy that confronts the

multifaceted challenges posed by climate change. By embracing

a proactive and visionary stance, Ecuador can safeguard

its environmental legacy and ensure the prosperity and

wellbeing of its populace in an era of unprecedented climatic

change.
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